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Iron Maiden - To Tame a Land
Tom: C

   This is the intro riff (play twice):

These are the chords played under the above riff:

Then the heavy part starts (play twice):

Then the verse riff starts (play twice):

Then one guitar plays the riff at the beginning of the heavy
part twice,
while the second guitar plays this (twice):

Then play the verse riff again twice. Now the rhythm guitar
plays this:

The lead guitar plays this overtop of the above part:

                                                     8x

                                                     4x

Then there is a really cool bass riff (I won't include it here
because
this is not a bass tab) with both guitars playing some power
chords.
Both guitars play this twice.

After both guitars play that twice, one guitar plays it once
more while
the other guitar plays this:

Then both guitars play this:

                            4x

Then the rhythm guitar plays this:

The lead guitar plays this overtop of the above part (twice):

Then the rhythm guitar starts playing this (this is also the
rhythm part
for the solos):

The lead guitar plays this overtop of the above part:

Now one guitar plays the solo rhythm twice, while the other
guitar plays
the solo. Then they switch. See the bottom of this tab for the
solos.
After the solos there is a harmony interlude (one guitar plays
the top
notes, the other plays the bottom notes):

Then it slows down and plays basically the same thing again:

After that it goes right back to the beginning riff and plays
that once.

Here's the solos:

First solo:
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Second solo:

==============================================================
==========
==                       TABLATURE EXPLANATION
==
==============================================================
==========

----------                ----------                ----t---
----5h8--- Hammeron       ------- Ghost          ----6--- Tap
----------                ---------- Note           --------
----5p8--- Pulloff        ----------                --------

----------                ----------                -----p--
----5/8--- Slide Up       -----x---- Dead           -----7--
Pop
----------                ---------- Note           --s-----
----5\8--- Slide Down     ----------                --5-----
Slap

----------                ||------|| Repeat         --------
----5~~~-- Vibrato        ||----||                ---5 ---
Bend
----------                ||----||                --------
----------                ||------||                --------

----------                ----------                --------
-4:------- Time           ----------                --------
-4:------- Signature      ----------                --------
----------                ----------                --------

Acordes


